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BACKLASH AGAINST JUSTICE: THE IDEOLOGICAL
ATTACK ON THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA
CENTER FOR CIVIL RIGHTS
ELIZABETH HADDIX AND MARK DOROSIN'
1. INTRODUCTION
In September 2017, the University of North Carolina's Board of Governors
(BOG) adopted a policy stating that no University center or institute could:
file a complaint, motion, lawsuit or other legal claim in its own name or on
behalf of any individual or entity against any individual, entity, or govern-
ment or otherwise act as legal counsel to any third party; or employ or en-
gage, directly or indirectly, any individual to serve as legal counsel or rep-
resentative to any party in any complaint, motion, lawsuit, or other legal
claim against any individual, entity, or government or to act as legal counsel
to any third party.2
Although nominally applicable across the University of North Carolina
(UNC) system, the revised policy was targeted at the Center for Civil Rights
at the UNC School of Law, which was the only entity impacted by the re-
striction.3
The advocacy ban was the culmination of a three year attack on the Center
for Civil Rights (CCR), which was established in 2001 by legendary civil
rights lawyer, Julius Chambers. CCR's mission includes direct advocacy and
legal representation, research and public education, and training the next gen-
eration of civil rights lawyers.' CCR's work was focused on dismantling the
1. Haddix and Dorosin, Co-Directors of the Julius L. Chambers Center for Civil Rights, respec-
tively served as the Senior Staff Attorney and Managing Attorney of the UNC Center for Civil Rights
from 2010 and 2007 before their terminations in November 2017.
2. The UNC Policy Manual, Involvement of Centers and Institutes in Legal Actions (Sept. 8, 2017),
https://www.northcarolina.edu/apps.policy/index.php?pg-vs&id=19687&added=1.
3. A specific exemption to the advocacy ban for law school clinical programs was added after
clinical faculty and law school administrators argued that the original ban, which did not include the ex-
emption, would undermine all clinical programs.
4. About Us, UNC SCHOOL OF LAW CENTER FOR CIVIL RIGHTS, http://www.law.unc.edu/cen-
ters/civilrights/about/ (last visited Mar. 26, 2018).
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legacy of institutional discrimination and racial exclusion, and its docket in-
cluded education, fair housing, environmental justice, civic engagement, and
equitable access to basic public services.'
The targeting of CCR was not an isolated or anomalous occurrence. In
North Carolina, it was part of a partisan and ideological attack on the public
university system in general and UNC Chapel Hill in particular. It was also
part of a sweeping statewide and national campaign to restrict access to jus-
tice for people of color and low-wealth individuals and communities, partic-
ularly when they challenge race discrimination by government entities and
powerful for-profit corporations. The former implicates issues of academic
freedom and the First Amendment; the latter, issues of structural racism and
the Fourteenth Amendment.
This article explores both the legal and political context of the BOG's ac-
tion. It shows, through the legal precedents and similar past attacks on legal
clinics in other states, that the same tactics have been used before to interfere
with academic freedom, restrict access to the courts, and preserve a racially
discriminatory status quo. More importantly, this article cautions that the at-
tack on CCR is part of a larger ideological agenda being pushed on university
campuses across the country.
2. TRISTER V. UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI SCHOOL OF LAW
The first modern example of government targeting of civil rights lawyers
working at law schools was Trister v. University of Mississippi.6 As part of
their employment agreements with the University of Mississippi Law School,
two faculty members were permitted to work part-time with the North Mis-
sissippi Rural Legal Services program (NMRLS).' When NMRLS filed a
school desegregation lawsuit, the Executive Secretary of the University
Board of Trustees intervened, demanding that the Chancellor and the Dean
of the Law School make certain that no university faculty work with
NMRLS.' In response, the law school adopted a policy that
no person who is employed by the Rural Legal Services Program of the
Office of Economic Opportunity shall be employed as a member of the fac-
ulty of the School of Law of the University of Mississippi nor shall the em-
ployment of any member of the faculty of the School of Law of the Univer-
sity of Mississippi be
5. Center for Civil Rights, UNC SCHOOL OF LAW CENTER FOR CIVIL RIGHTS,
http://www.law.unc.edu/centers/civilrights/ (last visited Mar. 26, 2018).
6. Trister v. University ofMississippi, 420 F.2d 499 (5th Cir. 1969).
7. Id. at 500.
8. Id. at 500-01.
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continued if such faculty member elects to be employed concurrently by the
Rural Legal Services Program of the Office of Economic Opportunity.9
The professors refused to sever their ties with NMRLS and sued the uni-
versity under 42 USCS § 1983, alleging that the action to terminate their em-
ployment violated their constitutional rights.'0 Their Fourteenth Amendment
equal protection claim centered on the fact that other law school faculty were
permitted to practice law while also teaching part-time without restriction."
On appeal, the Fifth Circuit reversed the trial court's dismissal and remanded
with instruction to grant injunctive and declaratory relief on the plaintiffs'
equal protection claim, finding that:
It appears clear that the only reason for making a decision adverse to appel-
lants was that they wished to continue to represent clients who tended to be
unpopular. This is a distinction that cannot be constitutionally upheld. The
University may well decide not to employ any part-time professors, and it
may decide to forbid the practice of law to every member of its faculty.
What the University as an agency of the State must not do is arbitrarily
discriminate against professors in respect to the category of clients they may
represent. Such a distinction is an abuse of discretion which denies to plain-
tiffs the equal protection of the law guaranteed to them by the Fourteenth
Amendment. 12
As the Trister court explained so eloquently, and as the assaults on CCR
and on the law clinics discussed below show, the goal of these attacks by
elected officials, their political appointees, and powerful individuals with ties
to considerable wealth and influence, was to shut down access to legal rep-
resentation that had been effective in exposing and challenging systemic ra-
cial discrimination.3 None of these campaigns targeting lawyers represent-
ing low-wealth communities were designed to review, consider, analyze, as-
sess, or address the substantive nature of the clients' complaints or injuries,
but rather to restrict access to the very forum our society has designated for
the presentation and examination of evidence, the finding of facts, and ulti-
mately, the determination of remedy.
9. Id.
10. Id. at 500.
11. Id. at 502 ("Plaintiffs say that the question is whether a state university law school which permits
outside and part-time employment may adopt a rule that singles out an OEO Legal Services Program as a
sole activity in which faculty members may not be employed.").
12. Id. at 504 (emphasis added).
13. Trister seems especially prescient when one considers UNC's expedited firing of CCR's only
two staff attorneys after they agreed to continue to provide pro bono representation to CCR's clients
during non-UNC work hours following the advocacy ban.
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3. CONSTITUTIONAL LIMITATIONS IN ADDRESSING
SYSTEMIC RACISM
The law clinic faculty in Trister were targeted because their part-time em-
ployment at Legal Aid involved representing black students who brought
claims under the Fourteenth Amendment's Equal Protection Clause against
a school district that, despite the decision a decade earlier in Brown vs. Board
ofEducation,14 continued to maintain racially segregated schools. During the
late 1960s through the 1970s, such lawsuits were critical to making the prom-
ise of Brown a reality for African American children across the country." As
discussed below, the UNC Center for Civil Rights' founding director, Julius
Chambers, brought a remarkable number of such cases on behalf of North
Carolinians.
In order to prevail under the Fourteenth Amendment in a race discrimina-
tion case, a plaintiff must prove by a preponderance of evidence that the gov-
ernment actor defendant intentionally discriminated against the plaintiff be-
cause of her race.'6 Direct evidence of intent existed where Jim Crow segre-
gation made such discriminatory treatment explicit; however, after the long-
struggled-for passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,'1 explicit racial exclu-
sion of non-whites (known as "de jure" segregation) was struck from state
and local laws through litigation, legislative acts, or intervention by the fed-
eral Department of Justice." Nevertheless, defacto segregation-segrega-
tion in fact or effect-persisted.19 Proving that facially neutral laws, rules,
policies, or other government actions-which cause the same detrimental ex-
clusion of non-whites as did dejure segregation-violate the Constitution is
14. Brown v. Board ofEduc. of Topeka, Shawnee Cty., Kan. 347 U.S. 483, 494, 74 S. Ct. 686, 692
(1954).
15. Trister, 420 F.2d at 499.
16. Washington. v. Davis, 426 U.S. 229, 240,96 S. Ct. 2040, 2048, 48 L. Ed. 2d 597, 607-08 (1976)
(An employment discrimination case brought under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments, the Court dis-
tinguished Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 from "the basic equal protection principle that the
invidious quality of a law claimed to be racially discriminatory must ultimately be traced to a racially
discriminatory purpose."). See also Village ofArlington Heights v. Metro. Hous. Dev. Corp., 429 U.S.
252, 265, 97 S. Ct. 555, 563, 50 L. Ed. 2d 450, 464 (1977) (citing Keyes v. School Dist. No. 1, Denver,
Colo., 413 U.S. 189, 208 (1973) (schools); Wright v. Rockefeller, 376 U.S. 52, 56-57 (1964) (drawing of
electoral districts); Akins v. Texas, 325 U.S. 398, 403-404 (1945) (jury selection)). The Washington v.
Davis Court rejected the lower court's application of Title VII's "disparate impact" proof of discrimina-
tion, which is concerned with discriminatory effect instead of motive, on grounds that the plaintiffs had
not brought their claims under Title VII. 426 U.S. 229, 238, 96 S. Ct. 2040, 2046, 48 L. Ed. 2d 597, 606
(1976).
17. 42 U.S.C. § 2000(e) et seq.
18. See FRANCISCO VALDES, Original Sins, Continuing Wrongs: Equality, Democracy, and Su-
premacy in the U.S. Under Judicial Review, in CONTROVERSIES IN EQUAL PROTECTION CASES IN
AMERICA: RACE, GENDER AND SEXUAL ORIENTATION 36 (Anne Richardson Oakes ed., 2015).
19. See C. VANN WOODWARD, THE STRANGE CAREER OF JIM CROW (Oxford Univ. Press 2d ed.
1955).
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difficult under the Court's narrow construction of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment, absent direct evidence of intent.20
The Civil Rights Act of 1964-the first civil rights legislation to be passed
in this country in 89 years21-was a hard-won step forward, prohibiting dis-
crimination in public accommodations (Title II), public education (Title IV),
by recipients of federal funds (Title VI), and employers or 15 or more em-
ployees (Title VII), with a federal investigation and enforcement mechanism
to help effectuate the law.22 With help from the NAACP Legal Defense and
Education Fund in New York, a North Carolina attorney, Julius Levonne
Chambers (who acquired his law license the same day the Act was signed
into law) immediately began using the promising legislation.23 He sued Duke
Power under Title VII of the Act on behalf of African American workers who
continued to be restricted to the lowest positions in Duke's plants.24
When the new civil rights law took effect, Duke Power announced the de-
segregation of its workforce, replacing its explicit discriminatory policies
with facially neutral employment testing and educational criteria that, be-
cause of the preceding 300 years of subjugation of African Americans (in-
cluding their exclusion from equal educational opportunities), barred them
from being hired or promoted to non-menial positions.25 Chambers filed the
Title VII lawsuit based on the theory that the disparate racial impacts of the
20. Washington, 426 U.S. at 246 (finding that while the facially-neutral test had a disproportionate
impact on African-American applicants, it was not a discriminatory device). Following Washington, plain-
tiffs must prove that policies with racialized impacts were adopted because of those discriminatory out-
comes and not merely in spite of them in order to prevail under the Fourteenth Amendment. See, e.g.,
Adarand Constructors v. Pena, 515 U.S. 200, 115 S. Ct. 2097 (1995); McCleskey v. Kemp, 481 U.S. 279,
107 S. Ct. 1756 (1987); Village ofArlington Heights v. Metro. Hous. Dev. Corp., 429 U.S. 252 97 S. Ct.
555 (1977); PersonnelAdmin. ofMass. v. Feeney, 442 U.S. 256, 279,99 S. Ct. 2282, 2296 (1979) (finding
that "discriminatory purpose" implies that the employer selected or reaffirmed a course of action "because
of," and not merely "in spite of," its potential adverse effects on a particular group).
21. The last civil rights legislation, the Civil Rights Act of 1875, was declared unconstitutional just
eight years after it was ratified. The Civil Rights Cases, 109 U.S. 3, 26 (1883). For an in-depth historical
and legal analysis of the evolution of the concept of "equal protection" from the DredScott decision, to
the Civil Rights Acts of 1875, the Civil Rights and Slaughterhouse Cases to Plessy v. Ferguson, Brown v.
Board ofEducation, and the Civil Rights Act of 1964, see SYMPOSIUM: 50TH ANNIVERSARY OF
THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT: LOOKING BACK & MOVING FORWARD, Mark Dorosin ARTICLE: A
CIVIL RIGHTS ACT FOR THE 21ST CENTURY: THE PRIVILEGES AND IMMUNITIES CLAUSE
AND A CONSTITUTIONAL GUARANTEE TO BE FREE FROM DISCRIMINATORY IMPACT, 6
WAKE FOREST J. L. & POL'Y 35, 52 (2017).
22. Civil Rights Act of 1964, Pub. L. No. 88-352, 78 Stat. 241 (codified as amended in scattered
sections of 42 U.S.C.).
23. History, UNC SCHOOL OF LAW CENTER FOR CIVIL RIGHTS, http://www.unc.edu/centers/civil-
rights/history (last visited Mar. 26, 2018).
24. Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 420 F.2d 1225, 1229 (4th Cir. 1970) (plaintiffs brought suit because
new requirements preserved and continued the effects of past racial discrimination), rev'd, 401 U.S. 424
(1971).
25. Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424, 427-28, 91 S. Ct. 849, 852 (1971) (explaining that
Duke Power's policy required that new employees or those seeking to transfer to any position on than the
menial "labor department" have a high school diploma and pass a standardized test).
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facially neutral policy represented the same noxious and unconstitutional
harms as intentional disparate treatment cases.26 In 1971, the Supreme Court
would agree, ruling that Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibited
employment practices and procedures "neutral on their face, and even neutral
in terms of intent, . . . if they operate to 'freeze' the status quo of prior dis-
criminatory employment practices. "27
By establishing disparate impact as a method of proof requiring no evidence
of discriminatory intent, Griggs represented a huge step forward in the na-
tion's racial justice journey. But only a few years later, the Court would
sharply limit its application.28 Like Griggs, Washington v. Davis involved
the disparate impact caused by an employment test, but the plaintiffs were
federal employees to whom Title VII did not apply at the time of complaint.
They therefore filed suit directly under the Constitution and under 42 U.S.C.
§ 1981.29 The Court of Appeals analogized the case to Griggs and ruled in
favor of the applicants.30 The Supreme Court reversed that ruling, stating
that the statutory disparate impact paradigm of racial discrimination "is not
the constitutional rule." 31 The majority allowed that a showing of a dispro-
portionate impact could constitute circumstantial evidence of intent, but ex-
pressed "difficulty in understanding how a law establishing a racially neu-
tral qualification . . . is nevertheless racially discriminatory . . . simply be-
cause a greater proportion of Negroes fail to qualify." The Court replaced
its bold analysis of the preservation of the racial status quo in Griggs with
this:
A rule that a statute designed to serve neutral ends is nevertheless invalid,
absent compelling justification, if in practice it benefits or burdens one race
more than another would be far reaching and would raise serious questions
about, and perhaps invalidate, a whole range of tax, welfare, public services,
regulatory, and licensing statutes that may be more burdensome to the poor
and to the average black than to the more affluent white.32
26. Dorosin, supra n.21, at 62.
27. Griggs, 401 U.S. at 430, 91 S. Ct. at 853 (1971).
28. See Washington, 426 U.S. at 240, 96 S. Ct. at 2048, 48 L. Ed. 2d at 607-08 (1976) (holding that,
unlike Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 from "the basic equal protection principle that the invid-
ious quality of a law claimed to be racially discriminatory must ultimately be traced to a racially discrim-
inatory purpose").
29. Id. at 233, 96 S. Ct. at 2044.
30. See generally Davis v. Washington, 512 F.2d 956 (D.C. Cir. 1975), rev'd sub nom. Washington
v. Davis, 426 U.S. 229 (1976).
31. Washington, 426 U.S. at 239.
32. Id. at 248 (citing Harold Demsetz, Minorities in the Market Place, 43 N.C. L. REV. 271 (1965);
Frank I. Goodman, De Facto School Segregation: A Constitutional and Empirical Analysis, 60 CALIF. L.
REV. 275, 300 (1972); William Silverman, Equal Protection, Economic Legislation, and Racial Discrim-
ination, 25 VAND. L. REV. 1183 (1972)).
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Ironically, the very categories the Court recited have historically been and
continue still to progenitors of facially neutral policies with racially dispar-
ate impacts.33
Like Title VII, Title VIII (the Fair Housing Act, passed in the 1968 amend-
ments to the Civil Rights Act 34) has been held to allow the disparate impact
method of proof.35 Title VI, prohibiting recipients of federal funds from dis-
criminating on the basis of race or ethnicity,36 had also widely been used as
a remedy under both the disparate treatment and disparate impact methods of
proof.37 The Court's 2001 Alexander v. Sandoval decision severely restricted
its scope however, holding that a private plaintiff could only claim disparate
treatment under Title VI and would prevail only by proving discriminatory
intent.3 8 People suffering the discriminatory impacts of policies and practices
must instead file an administrative complaint and rely on the federal govern-
ment to investigate and hold recipients accountable for their role in perpetu-
ating systemic racism.3 9 Notably, since the late 1960s and early 70s, no fed-
eral agency has exercised its authority under Title VI's implementing regu-
lations to withhold federal funding. Even agency findings of discrimination
are rare; perhaps the most extreme example, the U.S. Environment Protection
Agency, has only once in its history made a formal finding of discrimination,
concerning the environmental racism tragedy in Flint, Michigan.40 And that
finding came too late-- 25 years after the administrative complaint was filed
33. See RICHARD ROTHSTEIN, THE MAKING OF FERGUSON: PUBLIC POLICIES AT THE ROOT OF ITS
TROUBLES (Econ. Pol'y Inst. Oct 2014), https://www.epi.org/files/2014/making-of-ferguson-final.pdf;
MARSHA RITZDORF, Locked out of Paradise: Contemporary Exclusionary Zoning, the Supreme Court,
and African Americans, 1970 to the Present, in URBAN PLANNING AND THE AFRICAN AMERICAN
COMMUNITY: IN THE SHADOWS 43 (June Manning Thomas & Marsha Ritzdorf eds., 1997).
34. 42 U.S.C. § 3601 (2015).
35. Tex. Dep't ofHous. & Cmty. Affairs v. Inclusive Cmtys. Project, Inc., 135 S. Ct. 2507 (2015).
36. 42 USCS §§ 2000d-1 - 2000d-4a (2015).
37. See, e.g., analysis of lower court decisions in Thorpe v. Housing Authority ofDurham, 393 U.S.
268, 280-81 (1969); Mourning v. Family Publications Service, Inc., 411 U.S. 356, 369 (1973); Lau v.
Nichols, 414 U.S. 563 (1974); Cannon v. University of Chicago, 441 U.S. 677 (1979) (holding that Title
IX, modeled on Title VI, allows a private right of action).
38. Alexander v. Sandoval, 532 U.S. 275 (2001). The majority specifically set aside the substantive
question in this case, and instead focused on the procedural issue of whether Title VI's disparate impact
regulations created aprivate right of action. Id. at 279-80 (stating there was no dispute that there was a
private right of action to challenge intentional discrimination). Justice Scalia, writing for the majority,
concluded that hey did not. Id. at 289. Thus, the only remedy for disparate impact under Title VI in the
wake of Sandoval is through the administrative complaint and enforcement process. See Dorosin, supra
n.21, 6 WAKE FOREST J. L. & POL'Y at 75-76for fuller discussion of Sandoval.
39. 42 USCS § 2000d-1 (2015).
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on behalf of African American residents who would, in those intervening two
and half decades, be exposed to lead contamination.4'
The ability to file a lawsuit to challenge discriminatory impacts is a critical
tool in the fight against institutionalized, structural racism. Notably, the at-
tacks on clinical programs discussed in this article were motivated by such
challenges, brought on behalf of low-wealth, African American communi-
ties. As evidenced through the Center's "community lawyering" model dis-
cussed further below, the intent-bound, disparate treatment legal framework
of civil rights as individualistic, personal rights not only negates the reality
of structural, race-based inequities caused by the legacy of residential segre-
gation, but also undermines and limits the remedies that could meaningfully
rectify that legacy.42
4. SOME BACKGROUND: THE ASSAULT ON CLINICAL
PROGRAMS 43
Just a few years before the assault on the UNC Center for Civil Rights
began in 2013, the University of Maryland Law School faced a similar attack.
In spring 2010, that law school's Environmental Law Clinic filed suit against
Perdue and two of its contract growers, alleging that they had allowed waste
from their poultry operations to pollute the Chesapeake Bay.44 The suit al-
leged that because Perdue exercised total control over their growers' pro-
cesses and operations, the company was ultimately responsible for the envi-
ronmental damage.45 Perdue, based in Maryland, is one of the largest agri-
business corporations in the country.46 After the lawsuit was filed, the chair-
man, Jim Perdue, lobbied the Maryland legislature to intervene, asserting that
the clinic's lawsuit was "one of the largest threats to the family farm in 50
years."47
4 1. Id.
42. About, THE UNC CENTER FOR CIVIL RIGHTS, http://www.law.unc.edu/centers/civilrights/about/
(last visited Mar 30, 2018).
43. For a comprehensive list of external encroachment and attacks on law school clinical programs
dating back to 1968, see, "Publicized Instances of Interference in Law School Clinics,"
https://www.aaup.org/article/publicized-instances-interference-law-school-clinics#.WmTfoDRG31W
(last visited Mar 30, 2018), which accompanied Robert R. Kuehn and Peter A. Joy, "Kneecapping Aca-
demic Freedom," AAUP November-December 2010, https://www.aaup.org/article/kneecapping-aca-
demic-freedom#.Wl-IqqinGUl: (last visited Mar 30, 2018).
44. WaterkeeperAlliance, Inc. v. Hudson, No. 10-487, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 179962 at *1 (D. MD
Dec 20, 2012).
45. Id.
46. PURDUE FAMILY FARM, https://www.perduefarms.com/news/press-releases/perdue-farms-cele-
brates-100-years/ (last visited Mar 30).
47. Ian Urbina, "School law Clinics Face a Backlash," NEW YORK TIMES, April 3, 2010.
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/04/04/us/04lawschool.html
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In response, the State Senate introduced and initially approved proposed
budget amendments to withhold up to $750,000 of University appropriations
until the law school provided a report on individual cases litigated by the
Environmental Law Clinic.48 Maryland's senate requested specific infor-
mation about the Clinic's clients, cases, and expenditures.49 The draft legis-
lation also demanded that the university submit a report on law school clinics
in other states, including information on how cases were selected and how
those clinics were funded.o In the wake of significant pushback from the
American Bar Association (ABA) (which called the proposal "an intrusion
into the attorney-client relationship") and a petition from 50 law school deans
and 450 law professors, the legislature did not withhold funds.5 ' It did, how-
ever, pass a bill requiring the law school to provide information listing all
Environmental Law Clinic cases filed during the previous two years and re-
port all non-privileged expenditures.5 2 Following debate, the chair of the
House Appropriations Committee said the message to the law school was,
"[w]e'll be watching."53 The issue remained a matter of contention between
the state government and the law school, and in 2011, Governor Martin
O'Malley wrote in a letter to the dean of the law school that the lawsuit was
"a misuse of state resources" that "perpetuates an injustice."54
The work of Tulane Law School's environmental law clinic prompted a
similar, industry-prodded legislative strike. The clinic stopped petrochemical
giant Shintech's plans to build a manufacturing plant in the majority African
American and low-wealth community of Convent, Louisiana by, among
other legal strategies, filing complaints with the EPA on behalf of Convent
residents under both Title V of the Clean Air Act5 5 and Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964.56 For the first time in its history, the EPA granted a citi-
48. Peter A. Joy, GOVERNMENT INTERFERENCE WITH LAW SCHOOL CLINICS AND ACCESS TO
JUSTICE: WHEN is THERE A LEGAL REMEDY?, 61 CASE W. RES. L. REV. 1087, 1087 (2011).
49. Id.
50. Id.
51. Id. at 1088.
52. Id. at 1089.
53. Id., at 1088-89.
54. Adam Babich & Jane F. Barrett, WHY ENVIRONMENTAL LAW CLINICS?, 43 ENVTL. L. REP.
NEWS & ANALYSIS 10039, 10042 (2013).
55. TULANE ENVIRONMENTAL LAW CLINIC, http://www.tulane.edu/~telc/assets/petitions/5-22-
1997%20Shintech%/.20CAA%/o20Tit%/020V%/o2oPet.pdf (last visited Mar 30, 2018).
56. Id.
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zens' petition under Title V of the Clean Air Act, vetoing Shintech's air pol-
lution permits." The EPA also accepted the Title VI complaint for investiga-
tion.
As in Maryland, industry leaders turned to the Louisiana legislature to con-
trol the law school. A bill was introduced that would have banned law school
clinical programs that received public funds from suing for damages.59 "Law
school clinics of universities receiving state funds are prohibited from doing
any of the following: (a) File a petition, motion, or suit against a government
agency. (b) File a petition, motion, or suit against an individual, business, or
government agency seeking monetary damages."60 The bill also provided
that "[a] violation of this Section shall result in the forfeiture of all state fund-
ing to the university for that fiscal year," and additionally that "[i]t shall also
be grounds for recusal of the student acting as an attorney, faculty attorney,
or the legal clinic in a court proceeding."6' Finally, the bill would put all law
school clinics at any university that received state funds under "oversight by
the House Committee on Commerce and the Senate Committee on Com-
merce, Consumer Protection and International Affairs."6 2 The Republican
state senator that introduced the bill following a request from oil and gas
interests in Louisiana said, "[t]here is no reason that ax money should pay
for these law students to act like regulators."63
When the clinic continued its environmental justice advocacy on behalf of
its clients, Governor Mike Foster (politically beholden to the industry and to
white supremacist David Duke)64 went increasingly and publicly on the at-
tack. He accused the clinic of being "a law unto themselves" and "a bunch of
vigilantes."65 The Governor's appointees to the Louisiana Board of Regents
(the governing body of the state's university system) introduced a proposal
to cut millions of dollars from Tulane's allocation from the state's education
trust fund.6 6 The Board was clear that the clinic's case was the basis for the
proposed cut.67
57. Order Responding to Petitioners' Production Facility Requests that the Administrator Object to
Issuance of State Operating Permits, https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-08/docu-
ments/shintech decisionl997.pdf (last visited Mar 30, 2018).
58. Id.




63. Urbina, supra, note 49.
64. Robert R. Kuehn, DENYING ACCESS TO LEGAL REPRESENTATION: THE ATTACK ON THE TULANE
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW CLINIC, 4 WASH. U. J.L. & POL'Y 33 (2000), p. 51-52.
65. Id.
66. Id. at 59.
67. Id.
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As in Maryland, the legislative proposal to cut funding to Tulane generated
opposition from the ABA and others, and ultimately did not pass.68 Unde-
terred, Governor Foster turned to the state supreme court to step in and exer-
cise its authority over the regulations of law school clinic student practice to
put a stop to the clinic's efforts.69edit 70 He called on industry allies and lead-
ers in the business community and the Chamber of Commerce to do the
same.7 ' In response to these complaints, the court, which had become increas-
ingly conservative as a result of a coordinated political effort by the state's
business interests, sent letters to all Louisiana law schools seeking answers
to specific questions about the state's law clinics, and opened an investiga-
tion.7 2 The court's investigators were Kim Sport and Timothy Averill.73 Sport
had a clear conflict of interest insofar as she was on the board of the New
Orleans area Chamber of Commerce, which had instigated the industry com-
plaints against he clinic.74 Sport, who also served as the court's chief spokes-
person defending the new clinic restrictions, repeatedly denied it was a con-
flict of interest for a high-ranking official of one of the complaining parties
to work for the court investigating the complaints.
At the conclusion of the investigation, and without any notice or discussion
with the law schools, the court issued sweeping new limitations on clinics
and their ability to provide meaningful access to justice.7 6 The intent was
clear and the targeting overt. The new rules prohibited representation of any
community organization affiliated with a national organization, any commu-
nity organization that could not certify that at least 75% of its members were
eligible for assistance from Legal Aid, any person or organization with whom
the clinic or its students had initiated contact, and any organization to which
the clinic had provided assistance in formation or incorporation.7 7 While sev-
eral of these restrictions were later challenged and revised, the court insisted
that the rule changes were fair, that they would not hurt the ability of low-
wealth residents to get legal assistance.7 ' They would, the court claimed, con-
strain the "advocacy campaigns" and personal political agendas of law school
68. Joy, supra, note 53.
69. Kuehn, supra, note 68, at 58-59.
70. Id.
71. Id. at 65-68.
72. Letter from Pascal F. Calogero, Jr., Chief Justice, Louisiana Supreme Court, to Edward F. Sher-
man, Dean, Tulane Law School (Sept. 25, 1997) (available at http://www.tulane.edu/~telc/as-
sets/briefs/04-08-02_studnt_pract disms.pdf).
73. Kuehn, supra, note 66, at 78.
74. Id. at 79.
75. Id. at 65-68.
76. Id. at 81.
77. Id.; See, LA Sup. CT., R. XX (Limited Participation of Law Students in Trial Work) (as amended
June 17, 1998).
78. Id. at 86.
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faculty.79 The Chief Justice admitted the decision was political and boldly
stated that "while it was not thejob of the court to intervene in a fight between
two parties, it was appropriate for the court to take steps to restrict the ability
of one side to bring a suit."so
The campaigns against the clinics in Maryland and Louisiana contain sev-
eral of the elements that characterized the attack on CCR. These include
threats to cut university or law school funding (unlike the cases above, in
North Carolina, state funding for the law school was actually cut);" attempts
to camouflage the targeting of CCR as part of a broader policy review; per-
sonal attacks on staff attorneys as pursuing their own political agendas, with
the concomitant marginalization of the interests or needs of the clients they
served; allegations of misuse of state resources (although CCR was funded
exclusively by non-state funds); claims that litigation by CCR's clients was
unfair to the defendant government actors; engagement in the review and de-
cision-making process by individuals with a clear conflict of interest; collat-
eral attack through the State Bar rules; and assertions that CCR's advocacy
was outside the scope of the mission of the law school and the university.
3. THE NORTH CAROLINA CASE
In 2001, the University of North Carolina School of Law at Chapel Hill
began exploring ways to elevate its stature among its peers by establishing
two or more centers of legal focus. A faculty committee eventually recom-
mended that two centers be established, one devoted to private law issues and
a second to public law issues. The private law initiative became the Center
on Banking & Finance, which has been led from its inception by Wells Fargo
Professor of Law Lisa Lamkin Broome.8 2 It has worked closely not only with
students and faculty, but also with leading banks, financial institutions, bank-
ing lawyers and related entities both in North Carolina and throughout the
nation.83 It trains prospective directors of banking institutions; and publishes
an annual North Carolina Banking Law Institute Journal, which often recom-
mends changes in banking law and/or regulations.84
79. Id. at 87.
80. Id. at 88.
81. Jane Stancill, "UNC Law School's Budget is Cut--but it could have been Much Worse," NEWS
& OBSERVER, (June 20, 2017), http://www.newsobserver.com/news/local/education/arti-
clel57121589.html
82. Lissa Lamkin Broome, http://www.law.unc.edu/faculty/directorv/broomelissalamkin/ (last vis-
ited Mar 30, 2018).
83. About, THE CENTER FOR BANKING AND FINANCE, http:/www.law.uncedu/centers/bank-
ing/about (last visited Mar 30, 2018).
84. Id.
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The Center for Civil Rights became the public law center, established un-
der the leadership of then-Dean Gene Nichol" in the fall of 2001.86 The Cen-
ter's first Deputy Director was John Charles "Jack" Boger, a 1974 UNC Law
alumnus who would serve as Dean of the Law School from 2007 until his
retirement in 2017.7 Julius LeVonne Chambers, an alumnus of North Caro-
lina Central University, then called the North Carolina College for Negroes,
who graduated at the top of his UNC Law School class and Editor-in-Chief
of the Law Review" became the Center's first director in 1962. He planted
the seed that would become the Center's unique advocacy model, showing
the Center's lawyers and law student interns how to put the client commu-
nity's needs first.
Chambers' incredible body of legal work, and his relationships with poor
and disenfranchised communities across North Carolina, demonstrated that
crafting legal strategies to address the community's needs and further its pri-
orities, is what great civil rights lawyers do. This "community lawyering"
model became the foundational principle from which all the Center's work
has grown: regardless of whether a case is won or lost, sometimes without
even being filed, the client community achieves new ground in the struggle
to dismantle structural racism. The model also provided a unique experiential
educational opportunity for law students, hundreds of whom have been
trained and mentored through CCR's internships, externships, pro bono pro-
jects, and educational programs.
Much has already been written about the community lawyering model,8 9
and there are various ways to describe its practice, but the general theory
85. Gene R. Nicol, http://www.law.unc.edu/faculty/directory/nicholgener/ (last visited Mar 30,
2018).
86. Center for Civil Rights, http://www.law.unc.edu/centers/civilrights/about/ (last visited Mar 30,
2018).
87. John Charles Boger, http://www.law.unc.edu/faculty/directory/bogerjohncharles/ (last visited
Mar 30, 2018).
88. Chambers was the first African American be Editor-in-Chief of any Southern school's law re-
view. Richard A. Rosen and Joseph Mosnier, Julius Chambers: A Life in the Legal Struggle for Civil
Rights, at 36 (Univ. of NC Press 2017).
89. See, e.g., "Community Lawyering, " Clearinghouse Community, Sargent Shriver National Cen-
ter on Poverty Law htt://povertvlaw.org/clearinghouse/collections/community; Michael g. Rinthal,
"Power With:
Practice Models For Social Justice Lawyering," 15 UNIV. OF PENNSYLVANIA JOURNAL OF LAW & SOCIAL
CHANGE 25 (2011) ("After lessons from decades of social struggles, lawyers are turning their attention to
the process of organizing itself-by which new and countervailing power groups are built amongst people
with little or no power-and are finding roles for themselves as lawyers supporting, protecting, extending,
and even initiating the organizing process."); Michael R. Diamond, "Community Lawyering: Introductory
Thoughts on Theory and Practice," 22 GEORGETOWN JOURNAL ON POVERTY LAW & POLICY 395 (2015)
("Even with a good knowledge of community issues, people, and politics, a community lawyer needs
something more-a coherent theory of how to address the identified problems. This means that the com-
munity lawyer needs to understand the underlying causative factors in community disempowerment, he
symptoms they produce, and a theory to combat the causative factors and to ameliorate the symptoms.");
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recognizes that legal advocacy designed to support effective systemic change
cannot be individualized or decontextualized from broader community-
driven and locally based organizing and advocacy focused on addressing
structural inequities.90 Community lawyers bring their legal experience and
knowledge to support goals and priorities identified by residents and grass-
roots organizations.9' Central to the model "is a recognition of the importance
of leadership by organized constituent groups within the communities
served," and that the "advocates' skills be used not only to gain benefits for
those communities but also to consciously build organizational power and
community leadership."9 2
The Center's community lawyering model reflected our experience that a
critical obstacle to achieving meaningful integration and inclusion, was the
individualistic legal framework that viewed civil rights as exclusively per-
sonal. The experience of residents in our client communities showed just the
opposite. Residential segregation operates at a community level; when a
neighborhood is hyper segregated by race, all residents face the impacts of
that community-based exclusion, regardless of their individual circumstance.
While individuals may continue to face forms of racial discrimination at an
individual level (in employment or access to higher education, for example),
even these forms of discrimination are reinforced and more deeply en-
trenched by the perpetuation of racially segregated and excluded communi-
ties.
Over the last decade, Center staff implemented its community lawyering
model through the development of The Inclusion Project (the "Project").93
Growing directly out of the Center's community-based advocacy model, and
in response to the issues and priorities that were identified across several cli-
ent communities. The Project focused on addressing a range of structural in-
equities based on the legacy of residential segregation and related racial dis-
parities, and was designed to support community advocates promoting racial
equity and inclusion.94
Freeman, Alexi and Freeman, Jim, "It's About Power, Not Policy: Movement Lawyeringfor Largescale
Social Change," 23(1) CLINICAL LAW REVIEW 147 (2016).
90. Charles Elsesser, COMMUNITY LAWYERING -THE ROLE OF LAWYERS IN THE SOCIAL JUSTICE
MOVEMENT, 14 LOy. J. PUB. INT. L. 375, 376 (2012-2013).
91. Id. at384.
92. Id. at 377.
93. Brent Ducharme, UNC Center for Civil Rights Inclusion Project: Education Advocacy in New
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The Project began in 2013 with the release of "The State of Exclusion"
report, a statewide analysis that looked broadly at the impacts of racial ex-
clusion on education, access to public services, housing, environmental jus-
tice, and civic engagement.95 Following that initial report, the Center fol-
lowed up with a series of county specific profiles focused on the particular
challenges in those areas,96 as well as a series of issue specific reports (edu-
cation, environmental justice) based on community identified critical needs
and priorities.9 7 These reports, along with community outreach and educa-
tion, were designed to help directly support a community organizing and en-
gaged advocacy at the local level, where the ability to affect critical change
is greatest. It was this community-based and community-led advocacy-de-
signed to address discrimination and inequity not in an individualized or
short-term way, but systematically, with the goal of addressing institutional
injustice-that the BOG was determined to shut down.
Chambers, who died in 2013, was one of this nation's greatest lawyers,
filing hundreds of cases on behalf of individuals and organizations that had
been denied access to education, public accommodations, employment and
the ballot box because they were black. In its first two years of operation
(Chambers' first two years as a lawyer), the Charlotte firm he established,
working alongside the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, took
on 35 school desegregation suits and 20 suits charging discrimination in pub-
lic accommodations.98 One of those cases was on behalf of 6-year-old James
Swann and nine other families, alleging that discriminatory school district
policies had put black students in segregated schools. In Swann v. Charlotte-
95. Rob Schofield, This didn't happen by accident, NC POLICY WATCH, Sept. 17, 2013,
bttp://www.ncipolic)ywatch.com/2013/09/17/this-didnt-happien-by-accident.
96. Allen Buansi, Inspirational "Leandro at 20" Anniversary Reminds Audience Of Constitutional
Obligation To Provide Sound Basic Education, UNC Center for Civil Rights (Nov. 29, 2017, 2:17 PM),
http://blogs.law.unc.edu/civilrights; Peter Gilbert, State ofExclusion: Profile on Moore County, UNC
Center for Civil Rights (June 6, 2014, 4:07 PM), htt2://blogs.law.unc.edu/civilrights/2014/06/06/state-of-
exclusion-profile-on-moore-count; Peter Gilbert, UNC Center for Civil Rights Inclusion Spotlight on
Exclusion in Davidson County, UNC Center for Civil Rights (Apr. 28, 2014, 3:12 PM),
httip://blogs.law.unc.edu/civiliits/2014/04/28/unc-center-for-civi-rights-inclusioniproject-sp~otlight-
on-exclusion-in-davidson-county; Brent Ducharme, State ofExclusion: Profile on Orange County, UNC
Center for Civil Rights (Mar. 9, 2017, 4:14 PM), http://blogs.law.unc.edu/civilrights/2017/03/09/state-of-
exclusion-profile-on-orange-countv; Peter Gilbert, Spotlight on Exclusion in Lenoir County, UNC Center
for Civil Rights (Mar. 24, 2014, 11:44 AM), http://blogs.law.unc.edu/civilrights/2014/03/24/sMotlight-on-
exclusion-in-lenoir-countv.
97. Ducharme, supra note 105; Jennifer Marsh, UNC Center for Civil Rights Inclusion Project Re-
port Examines School Segregation and Educational Equity in Duplin County, UNC Center for Civil
Rights (Aug. 16, 2017, 4:16 PM), httip://blogs.law.unc.edu/civilrights/2017/08/16/unc-center-for-civil-
rights-inclusion-project-report-exarnines-school-segregation-anid-educational-equity-in-duaincunv;
Ana Joyner, A Study of Diversity in Lenoir County, NC Schools, UNC Center for Civil Rights (2016),
bttp://,,,w.1awA.uncedu/documents/civilirights/reiports/lenoirrepiortfmnal2816.odf.
98. Douglas Martin, Julius Chambers, a Fighter for Civil Rights, Dies at 76, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 6,
2013, hts:/xvw.nvtimes.com/2013/08/07/us/iulius-chambers-a-fighter-for-civil-lights-dies-at-76.html
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Mecklenburg Board of Education, the United States Supreme Court upheld
the lower court's ruling, granting federal courts the power to order busing to
achieve racial integration.99 The decision ended government-sanctioned seg-
regation in Southern schools.'o
Chambers' legal work to combat racial discrimination made him the target
of violent attacks by white supremacists.'0  His house and car were fire-
bombed, and he was publicly taunted by racists.102 His conservative, under-
stated manner dominated his interactions; however, he was not afraid to take
a principled stance. A salient example is his resignation from the University
of North Carolina's Board of Governors in 1977. He had served on the board
since 1972 as a representative of his alma mater, North Carolina Central Uni-
versity, but resigned out of protest over the Board's handling of desegrega-
tion.103 Chambers insisted that the Board had not complied with federally
mandated criteria contained in a consent decree to eliminate the inequalities
of segregated schools; other Board members believed UNC had done enough
and wanted the federal government to disengage from North Carolina.104 in
a 1990 interview about that period, Chambers aid:
I don't even think that North Carolina would have moved any further in
terms of bringing more minorities into the university system but for the
pressure, you see, from the Federal government. One sees that even now, in
terms of what the University has done under this consent decree, which was
finally reached. Very limited goals for minority enrollment in the institu-
tions. Very limited goals for the employment of faculty members and ad-
ministrators. And basically nothing in terms of the enhancement of the tra-
ditionally black institution. And very little was taking place.105
Civil rights law is an important and continually evolving area of legal prac-
tice, research, and scholarship nationally, and North Carolina has been an
integral hub in that arena-in no small part because of Chambers' legacy.106
When UNC Law created the Center for Civil Rights, and through private
foundation fundraising efforts for the Center's advocacy work, later estab-
lished the Julius L. Chambers Distinguished Chair in Civil Rights, it recog-
99. Id. (citing to Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenberg Bd. of Ed., 402 U.S. 1 (1971))..
100. Id.
101. UNC LAW, htto://www.law.unc.edu/news/story.asex?cid=843 (last visited Mar. 29, 2018).
102. Id.
103. Interview by William A. Link with Julius Chambers, Civil Rights Leader, in Chapel Hill, NC.
(June 18, 1990), httlis://soh.omeka.chass.ncsu.edu/items/show/240.
104. Interview by William A. Link with Julius Chambers, Civil Rights Leader, in Chapel Hill, NC.
(June 18, 1990), https://soh.omeka.chass.ncsu.edu/files/original/6dcdb2b7261bff222378bfb96ea52886.
105. Interview by William A. Link with Julius Chambers, supra note 116.
106. Alex Granados & Frank Stasio, Julius Chambers: A Remembrance and Legacy of a Civil Rights
Icon, WUNC, Aug. 7, 2013, http: wunc.org post/julius-chambers-remembrance-and-legacy-civilrights-
icon#stream/0.
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nized the place of civil rights scholarship in the legal academy and the im-
portance of civil rights and constitutional law as an area of engaged practice
for its students and alumni.0 7 It also recognized the appropriate role of such
a program at UNC School of Law, given the University's public service mis-
sion and its particular debt in addressing the legacy of race discrimination in
North Carolina.'os
Since 2011, when the Legislature redrew voting districts, in a manner that
has been adjudicated intentionally discriminatory, North Carolina has been
referred to as "ground zero" in the fight for racial justice in public education,
policing and incarceration, access to the vote and political representation,
housing and environmental justice.'09 As a result, CCR's advocacy on behalf
of communities of color across the state has never been more important. Just
as access to legal services for low-income North Carolinians has been in-
creasingly restricted, the need for those services has dramatically increased.
As many of CCR's clients directly testified during hearings on the advocacy
ban, most-if not all-would have no access to quality legal representation
in their resistance to the systemic discrimination they face in their communi-
ties but for CCR's lawyers."o
The BOG is a policy-making body governing UNC's 16 campuses."'
Since 2010, Republicans have appointed all BOG members; all but three are
registered Republicans.12 Until July 2017, the BOG consisted of 32 voting
members, half appointed by the NC Senate, half by the NC House of Repre-
sentatives."3 In the Spring of 2017, the Legislature reduced the BOG seats
to 24, beginning in July 2017.114 Of the 29 current members, nearly all are
white males."' No member is Latino or Native American, and only four are
African American.1 6 Only one member has significant experience related to
historically black universities, Rep. Mickey Michaux (D- Durham) made this
comment about the reduction change: "My concern is that minority represen-
tation on that board will eventually end up being nothing.""7
107. UNC LAW, bttp.:/www.law.une.edu/news/storvas xcid-843 (last visited Mar. 29, 2018).
108. Id.
109. Georgia Weiland-Stanford, Former UNC law center employees continue fight for civil rights,
THE DAILY TAR HEEL, Jan. 14, 2018, hftp://www.dailvtarheel.com/article/2018/01/ccr-update-01 14.
110. UNC TV, Public Comment Session Regarding a Proposed Policy Change on Centers and Insti-
tutes, (May 1, 2017), http://video.unctv.org/video/3000842865/.
111. H.R. 39, 2017 Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (N.C. 2017), httiis:wwwncleg.net/Ses-
sions/2017/Bills/House/HTML/H39v4.html.
112. Jane Stancill, Should NC shrink number of members on UNC governing board, THE NEWS &
OBSERVER, Feb. 17,2017,httip://www.newsobserver.com/news/local/education/articlel31309184.html.
113. H.R. 39, htts://www.ncleg.net/Sessions/2017/Bills/House/HTML/H39v4.html.
114. Id.
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Money and connection to powerful politicians appear to be the primary
qualifications for appointment to the BOG. When the Board recommended
the first center closings in 2014, it included the following individuals:
* Mary Ann Maxwell (white Republican), whose family-owned busi-
ness, Maxwell Foods, is one of the largest pork and turkey factory farming
operations in America. According to USDA records, through 2012, Maxwell
personally received over $170,000 in federal farm subsidies.
* Peter Hans (white Republican), senior policy advisor at lobbying
firm Nelson Mullins and former advisor to Republican U.S. Senators Richard
Burr, Elizabeth Dole, and Lauch Faircloth.
* W. Edwin McMahan (white Republican), a real estate developer, for-
mer state House member, and former leader of George W. Bush's 2000 North
Carolina campaign. In 2008, he assisted now-Governor Pat McCrory's first
campaign bid for the governorship of North Carolina.
* Steven B. Long (white Republican), partner at the Raleigh law firm
of Parker Poe Adams & Bernstein, specializing in tax law and executive com-
pensation. Before serving on the BOG, Long was a board member of the
Pope Foundation-funded Raleigh conservative think tank, Civitas Institute.
118 The so-called liberal bias of the UNC system and of UNC-Chapel Hill in
particular has been one of their favorite targets.
* R. Doyle Parrish (white Republican), hotel chain CEO. According to
a 2013 email from NC's junior U.S. Senator, Thom Tillis, Parrish "is directly
responsible for more than $100,000 in financial support through personal
contributions to my campaign committee."
* Joan Templeton Perry (white Republican), physician, whose hus-
band James is a substantial contributor to Republican Senator Thom Tillis's
campaigns.
* James L Holmes (white Republican), managing partner of Sentinel
Risk Advisors"9
A string of circumstances from 2010 through the vote in 2017 paved the
way for the vote's outcome. First, and most importantly, as a consequence of
the 2010 state government elections, the BOG's composition had gone from
being reasonably balanced between Democrats and Republicans, to over-
whelmingly Republican.120 Steve Long was among the 2013 appointments.121
118. Wealthy, Vindictive, Republican UNC Board ofGovernors silences law school 's Poverty Center,
Daily Kos, Feb. 23, 2015, https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2015/2/23/1365990/-Wealthy-vindictive-Re-
publican-UNC-Board-of-Governors-silences-law-school-s-Poverty-Center.
119. Id.
120. Jane Stancill, Should NC shrink number of members on UNC governing board, The News &
Observer, Feb. 17, 2017,http://www.newsobserver.com/news/local/education/articlel3l3O9l84.html.
121. Id.
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In addition to his leadership at Civitas, Long also helped found Parents for
Educational Freedom in North Carolina, a conservative educational organi-
zation that has been the primary advocate for charter schools and taxpayer
vouchers for private schools.12 2 Long would become the leader of the attack
against CCR.123
Perhaps next in line of important public events was former UNC Law Pro-
fessor Gene Nichol's October 2013 opinion piece, published in the Raleigh
News and Observer.124 Throughout 2013, the Raleigh News & Observer pub-
lished a hard-hitting, twelve-part series from the Law School's Center on
Poverty, Work, and Opportunity (of which Nichol was the Director) explor-
ing the reality facing North Carolina's most vulnerable citizens.125 The series,
and op-eds and comments by Nichol that criticized GOP policies, had pro-
voked some Republican lawmakers' ire,126 but it was Nichol's October 2013
op-ed that seems to have been the last straw. The piece criticized then-Gov-
ernor McCrory's support of the nation's most ambitious voter suppression
bill since Jim Crow.127 Referring to McCrory as a "21st century successor to
Maddox, Wallace, and Faubus," Nichol noted that the governor had "pulled
off what we never managed in the 1950s and 1960s. We now constitute the
leading edge of Southern civil rights oppression."128
Nichol ended the piece with a reference to the recent funeral of his friend
and colleague, Julius Chambers. Noting that, despite the presence of city,
state and national leaders at the Charlotte service, Governor McCrory had
been conspicuously absent, Nichol wrote:
I'm sure he had a scheduling conflict of some sort. But two possibilities
occurred to me. First, it may not be acceptable for the leader of what has
now effectively become a white person's party to publicly celebrate the life
of a great black civil rights hero. Or, second, maybe McCrory didn't think
122. Jane Stancill, He's the Driving Force Who Wants to Ban UNC's Center for Civil Rights from
Litigating, THE NEWS & OBSERVER, July 27, 2017, http://www.newsobserver.com/news/local/educa-
tion/article 16393 1277.html.
123. Id.
124. Gene Nichol, In NC, Poverty Pervades as we Evade, THE NEWS AND OBSERVER, Jan. 26, 2013,
http://www.newsobserver.com/opinion/op-ed/seeing-the-invisible/article10344581.html.
125. Id.
126. DocDawg, Wealthy, vindictive, Republican Board of Governors Silences Law School's Poverty
Center, Daily Kos, Feb. 23, 2015, https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2015/2/23/1365990/-Wealthy-vin-
dictive-Republican-UNC-Board-of-Governors-silences-law-school-s-Poverty-Center.
127. The "Monster Voter Suppression Law" would be struck down as violating the Voting Rights
Act and the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. North Carolina State Conference of
NAACP v. McCrory, 831 F.3d 204, 214 (4th Cir. 2016), cert. denied, _ U.S. _, 137 S.Ct. 1399 (2017)
("In North Carolina, restriction of voting mechanisms and procedures that most heavily affect African
Americans will predictably redound to the benefit of one political party and to the disadvantage of the
other. As the evidence in the record makes clear, that is what happened here.")
128. Gene Nichol, Point of View: McCrory's Stands Strain His Ties, THE NEWS AND OBSERVER,
Mar. 20, 2015, http://www.newsobserver.com/opinion/articlel5494720.html.
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he could listen to stories of Chambers undergoing bombings and burnings
to secure civil liberties and then return, a couple days later, to Raleigh to
sign the country's most oppressive voting bill. 129
There is no doubt that Nichol's criticism of GOP policies motivated the
BOG's February 2015 shut down of his center. Emails exchanged between
members of the BOG centers working group Ed McMahan and Peter Hans
soon after the 2014 op-ed piece mark Nichols as a target, as does the group's
recommendation months later that, not only should the Poverty Center be
closed, but UNC employees should be banned from engaging in "political
activity in the name of a center."'30 McMahan is quoted then as saying, "[i]t
bothers me greatly that someone in his position at the university would use
the media to criticize public officials."' 3 '
McMahan and the other BOG members' use of their power to try to punish
Nichols and Poverty Center staff for Nichols' public criticism of GOP poli-
cies, was a violation of the First Amendment's protection of academic free-
dom.3 2 One reviewer cited remarks made by past UNC President Frank Por-
ter Graham, who said that academic freedom includes:
the freedom for consideration of the plight of the unorganized and inarticu-
late peoples in an organized world in which powerful combinations and
high-pressure lobbies work their special will on general life. In the univer-
sity should be found the free voice not only for the unvoiced millions but
also for the unpopular and even hated minorities.133
Despite that warning from its past leader, as a result of the op-ed contro-
versy, UNC-CH required Nichol to give the university a "heads up" before
every column, and to add the words "He doesn't speak for UNC" at the end
of his byline.134 The News & Observer's Jim Jenkins observed, "Republicans
won't respect the University for bending to their pressure. Instead, they'll see
weakness."135 Those words were prophetic vis-i-vis the subsequent BOG at-
tack on the Center for Civil Rights.
129. Id.
130. DocDawg, supra note 142.
131. DocDawg, supra note 142.
132. Rob Christensen, Christensen: Nichol is Only the Latest Academic Freedom Case, THE NEWS
AND OBSERVER, Feb. 21, 2015, http://www.newsobserver.com/news/politics-government/politics-col-
umns-blogs/rob-christensen/articlel 1302841.html.
133. Id.





4. ROUND ONE: 2014-15
In June 2014, the Civitas Institute published an article criticizing UNC's
centers and institutes for being duplicative of one another, pointing to "UNC-
Chapel Hill's Institute for African-American Research, the Sonja Haynes
Stone Center for Black Culture, and the African Studies Center" by way of
example. 136 A few months later, the Legislature passed a budget bill that di-
rected the BOG "to consider reducing state funds for centers and insti-
tutes."37
The BOG created a working group to conduct a review of the over 200
such programs in the UNC system.'3 8 Ostensibly driven by budget concerns,
the working group established a three-tier level of review, with criteria to
determine which centers and institutes should be subjected to additional scru-
tiny.' 39 Because CCR was wholly funded by non-state funds, it should have
been eliminated from the process at stage one.14 0
In September 2014, the BOG working group selected 34 centers for stage
three scrutiny in "a very subjective process," according to the group's chair-
man, Jim Holmes, who said that "[a]ny member for any reason, or motiva-
tion, could pick a center they wanted to hear from, and we didn't question
[the] reason."141 Other centers targeted at stage three included the Juvenile
Justice Institute, Carolina Women's Center, and the Sonja Haynes Center for
Black Culture and History. 142
In the midst of this process, citing a need for "leadership transition," the
BOG abruptly forced UNC system President Tom Ross, a moderate Demo-
crat, into early retirement in January 2015.14' BOG Chair John Fennebresque
struggled to explain the reasoning for sacking Ross. In a press conference
announcing the decision, he said that Ross had been an "exemplary" leader,
with "perfect integrity" who has "been wonderful."1 44 When asked if the ter-
mination was politically motivated, Fennebresque claimed it was not "to the
136. Bob Luebke, One Way to Shave the NC Budget, CIVITAS INSTITUTE (Jun. 10, 2014),
https://www.necivitas.org/2014/one-way-shave-nc-budget/.
137. The Current Operations and Capital Improvements Appropriations Act of 2014, S.L. 2014-100,
Sec. 11.1(a) (2014).
138. Jim Holmes et al., Working Group on Centers and Institutes Report, UNC Board of Governors,
1, (Feb. 26, 2015). https://www.northcarolina.edu/sites/default/files/documents/centers and insti-
tutes report and recommendations_2015_final_0.pdf.
139. Id. at 4-5.
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best of my knowledge."'4 5 Subsequently-obtained emails show Republican
congresspersons and state legislators congratulated Fennebresque on the fir-
ing, and that they were pleased with progress on the review of "those insti-
tutes."146
That same month, the Pope Center for Higher Education, now the James
G. Martin Center for Academic Renewal, published a 36-page paper entitled
"Renewal of the University: How Academic Centers Restore the Spirit of
Inquiry."147 The paper lauds privately-funded centers like the James Madison
Program at Princeton University and the Center for the History of Political
Economy at Duke, for restoring to the "American academy... free market
economics, traditional attitudes toward Western civilization, time-tested
methods of scholarship, and the general philosophy of liberty." 148 The pa-
per's author, Jay Schalin, posited that until 2000, the academy had been
"scrubbed" of those ideals by a "Leftist" curriculum.149 "Evidence that the
Ivory Tower was only discussing one side of the story seemed everywhere,"
Schalin wrote. 0̀
At the beginning of the 2014 review, CCR submitted to the BOG's Com-
mittee on Educational Planning, Policies, and & Programs ("the Committee")
a written description of its nature and activities.'' Because the explicit justi-
fication for the 2014 review was limited to budget concerns, and since CCR's
operations were funded entirely by private donations and foundation grants,
the Committee's next move--singling out CCR as one of six centers slated
for more intensive review-- seemed irrational.5 2 Nevertheless, instead of
questioning the Committee's motives or investigating conflicts of interest
members of the Committee might have, UNC-CH continued to comply with-
out hesitation with the requests for more and more information.'53
CCR's Executive Director, Ted Shaw, gave an oral presentation to the
Committee at its December 2014 meeting, and in January 2015, at the request
of the BOG's lawyer, CCR submitted the following answers to the Commit-
tee's first round of questions about its litigation activities:
145. Jedediah Purdy, Ayn Rand Comes to U.N.C., THE NEW YORKER, Mar. 19, 2015,
https://www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/new-politics-at-the-university-of-north-carolina.
146. Jane Stancill, Emails Show Conservatives Cheered Firing of UNC's Tom Ross, THE NEWS AND
OBSERVER, Aug. 22, 2015, http://www.newsobserver.com/news/local/education/article3l9O7484.html.
147. Jay Schalin, Renewal in the University: How Academic Centers Restore the Spirit oflnquiry,
The John William Pope Center, 1, https://wwwjamesgmartin.center/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Aca-
demic-Centers.pdf (Jan. 2015).
148. Id. at 2.
149. Id. at 2.
150. Id. at 3.
151. Jim Holmes et al., supra note 154, at 5.
152. Jim Holmes et al., supra note 154, at 1-4.
153. Jim Holmes et al., supra note 154, at 5.
BACKLASH AGAINST JUSTICE
1. When the Center represents clients in litigation, what entity is repre-
senting the client? Given that the Center is part of the University (and that
staff are UNC employees), is it the University? Is it the states? Who (or
what) is representing the client?
Clients are provided direct representation by Center staff lawyers Mark
Dorosin and Elizabeth Haddix (as well as Attorney-Fellows when those po-
sitions are staffed). The UNC Center for Civil Rights is the "entity" that is
providing representation, much in the same way that the various legal clin-
ics sponsored by the UNC School of Law, UNC Juvenile Justice Clinic or
the UNC Community Enterprise Clinic, are the entities providing legal rep-
resentation to clients who are directly represented by law students and Law
Clinic faculty.
In addition, as a matter of School of Law policy, the Center always partners
as co-counsel with one or more private lawyers and/or law firms (working
pro bono) in each of its matters that proceed to litigation. 154
2. If the Center had a client that has a legal issue against an agency or
representative of the State of North Carolina, is there any prohibition on
CCR representing a client against another entity of the State?
We know of no prohibition against the Center representing a client against
an agency or representative of the state, and indeed, we know of many ex-
amples of circumstances in which one government-related legal entity in
North Carolina finds itself in court against another. The School of Law clin-
ics, for example, often go to courts representing juvenile defendants who
are being charged by state or local entities, or where a local school board is
the adverse party. More generally in North Carolina, criminal defendants
on appeal are often represented by a lawyer from the Office of the Public
Defender within the Office of Indigent Defense Services, while the State is
simultaneously represented by a lawyer from the Attorney General's Office.
Still more broadly, inter-branch litigation brought by various entities of
State and local government against each other is a regular feature of litiga-
tion in the State of North Carolina. In the 20-year-old Leandro school fi-
nance/school adequacy litigation for example, originally filed in 1994, five
local school boards (entities ultimately created under State authority) sued
the State of North Carolina and the State Board of Education, only to be
joined by six additional school boards which participated as intervening
parties. And in the most recent iteration of that case, the State Board of
Education joined the plaintiffs on an appeal against the State. In 2009 the
State Superintendent of Public Instruction sued the Governor and the State
Board of Education. Just last year the Governor filed suit against the Gen-
eral Assembly without any suggestion that there might be a legal prohibi-
tion in doing so.
154. UNC Center for Civil Rights, Responses to Questions Posed by the UNC Board of Governors
Committee, 1, (Jan. 13, 2015) https://www.northcarolina.edu/sites/default/files/unc en-
terfor civil rights report appendix f.pdf
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Additionally, the Center cannot be considered and agency of the State for
conflict of interest purposes. The Center does not purport to, and does not,
speak for the State. It cannot bind the State. It is not privy to confidential
State information and has no attorney/client relationship with the State or
any of its agencies. Although the Center is a part of a state law school, it
does not act, for litigation purposes, as the State (in the way that the Attor-
ney General's office does).5 5
3. Does the Center draw any distinctions between representing an indi-
vidual and representing organizations, non-profits, or corporations?
The Center has represented individuals, incorporated and unincorporated
community-based organizations, and non-profit organizations. The nature
of the case and the regulatory, statutory, or constitutional claims to be pur-
sued, and important procedural issues related to a party's standing, possible
later mootness, the nature of the relief requested, and even fear of retalia-
tion, often prompts the Center to represent both individuals and organiza-
tions in litigation.
The Center does not represent for-profit corporations or organizations.
You have also asked whether it might be an ethical violation or constitute
conflict of interest for a lawyer at the Center to represent a client against
another state agency. As noted in response to question 2, there is no general
state or policy prohibition against Center lawyers representing their clients
against a state agency. Similarly, we know of no provision in the North
Carolina State Bar's Rules of Professional Conduct that implicates or would
prohibit such representation.156
At its February 2015, meeting, the full BOG voted unanimously to close
the Center on Work, Poverty, and Opportunity at UNC-Chapel Hill; East
Carolina University's Center for Biodiversity; and N.C. Central University's
Institute for Civic Engagement and Social Change. '5 Faculty, students, and
members of the public reacted with protests and outrage. 5 UNC Chancellor
Carol Folt said she disagreed with the decision to close the Poverty Center
and indicated that academic freedom was in the balance when she said:
"What the faculty and students, I believe, are saying is that they are very
fearful that this decision is having a chilling effect on their work and diverse
perspectives on the area of poverty."159
In the same meeting, the BOG instructed the UNC-CH Chancellor and the
UNC-CH Board of Trustees to carry out its own review of CCR, pursuant to
155. Id.at2-3.
156. Id. at 3.
157. Andrew Dunn & Jane Stancill, UNC Governors Vote to Close 3 University-based Centers, NEWS





the University's Policies Governing Centers and Institutes.'60 With respect o
CCR, the report specifically asked the University of North Carolina School
of Law to "define center policies around advocacy."161
Although CCR was not among the centers to close in 2015, the BOG's
process made clear that it was a primary target. In lengthy comments before
the working group's last meeting, Long said he had done his own research
on CCR, and accused it of engaging in partisan politics and advocating one
point of view. 6 2 "It's really not an academic center at all; it's an advocacy
organization." 163 Long complained that CCR had engaged in "inappropriate"
activism, that it only presented one side of an issue (noting that CCR's ami-
cus brief in the school voucher litigation, filed on behalf of its client, the
NAACP, did not present both sides of the debate), that it is politically biased,
that its staff spoke at NAACP rallies, and that its view of civil rights is too
narrow (and does not include, for example, religious liberty, or the right to
keep and bear arms).'64 He also criticized it for filing "costly" race discrimi-
nation lawsuits against local governments, specifically referencing the
Brunswick County environmental justice suit, and a school desegregation
case in Pitt County.16 5
The University's subsequent review required CCR to submit an extensive
report covering its design; its scholarship, teaching, and service mission; its
activities; its relation to other University schools and departments; its gov-
ernance and staffing; and its finances.166 In February 2016, after considering
the Center's submission, the University's committee recommended to the
Provost that the Center be retained, noting:
This center has come to be acknowledged as not only among the primary
civil rights centers in the South, but also a national leader in civil rights
research, engagement, and advocacy. It exemplifies the type of focused in-
terdisciplinary work that one would expect of a center or institute at a top-
tier university. The Centers and Institutes Review Committee fully endorses
the findings of the review team and believes that the CCR is a great asset to
the University, the state, and the nation. The committee commends Prof
160. Sarah Ovaska-Few, UNC Poverty Center Facing Closure, as University System Leaders Finish
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Shaw for his fine leadership and recommends continuation of this center,
with its next periodic review in five years. We ask that you forward the
report and recommendations to the Chancellor for her endorsement, and
then to the Board of Trustees for their information, as directed by the Board
of Governors.167
The University Provost and the Chancellor accepted that recommendation,
and for a while, CCR staff received no more requests for long reports or in-
formation about their activities. They were able, for a few months, to focus
entirely on their clients, students, and research.
5. ROUND TWO: 2016-2017
In October 2015 Margaret Spellings was hired to replace Tom Ross as the
UNC system President.168 Spellings, who had been the Secretary of Educa-
tion under George W. Bush, was a controversial appointment.169 When asked
about whether politics would play a role in her leadership at UNC, she said
You know, these are all political settings. That's how we make public policy
in this setting and in this state. And in a political setting that we call a de-
mocracy, obviously. ... Our public understand that, too - that our leaders,
our legislators and funders and stakeholders are bought into it and that we're
moving out around that shared vision, so you bet, that's what makes it fun.
That's what provides input. That's what allows us to make course correc-
tions where needed. So you bet, I think it's a fantastic way to make policy,
is in a political setting. 170
Following the internal UNC-CH review, there was to be no further review
of CCR for five years. 171 But in October 2016, an article appeared on the
website of the Pope-affiliated James G. Martin Center for Academic Renewal
criticizing the campus level review and calling for the BOG to again inter-
vene.172 The article repeated the same litany of grievances Steve Long pre-
sented back in 2015 and claimed that CCR's mission is "to force public en-
tities to adopt a liberal stance on any social issues that may arise. "'17' The
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article concludes, "it may be time for the UNC system's Board of Governors
to reopen its files on the Center for Civil Rights."'74
Long next submitted a memorandum and proposal for a revised "Centers
and Institutes Policy." Rather than attempting to close CCR outright (as the
BOG had done with the Poverty Center), Long's new proposal would achieve
that goal indirectly, by banning centers from any litigation, legal advocacy,
or representation of any party. '7 Long then pushed the BOG to adopt it.
In early May, 2017, Long sent yet another ound of questions to CCR:17 6
1. Please list those lawsuits or administrative agency complaints filed by
the Center in the last 10 years and of those list the following:
a. Cases where the Center's clients won a judgment on the merits:
b. Cases where they Center's clients lost a judgment on the merits:
c. Cases that settled where the party sued by the Center admitted liability
d. Cases that settled where the party sued by the Center denied liability:
e. Cases that settled where the settlement involved no admission or denial
of liability:
f. Cases that were dismissed on a procedural issue
2. Whom did the Center's managing attorney (Mr. Dorosin) envision
would litigate to further the agenda he described in the video link below
when he told a political protest rally that they must 'Educate, investigate,
advocate, agitate and then litigate'? Was he intending that the UNC Center
for Civil Rights assist in that litigation strategy? If so, how?
3. Did the Center represent the NC NAACP on a pro bono basis in the
school voucher case? If so, why, given the resources available to that or-
ganization?
4. Name those Center lawsuits n which a student argued a motion or pri-
mary case to a judge or jury. Identify the students.
5 Please list all of the course taught at UNCCH by the 3 attorneys at the
Center (Shaw, Dorosin and Haddix) in each of the last 5 academic years.
6. Are the 3 attorneys at the Center full-time employees of the State?
7. Do any of the attorneys at the Center provide legal representation to
third parties outside of their roles as UNC employees?
8. What percentage of time for each of the 3 attorneys at the Center is
devoted to work on litigation?
174. Id.
175. Jane Stancill, Litigation Ban to be Studied for UNC Civil Rights Center; No New Lawsuits in
Meantime, NEWS & OBSERVER (Mar. 2, 2017), http://www.newsobserver.com/news/local/education/arti-
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9. When the Center filed an amicus curiae brief on behalf of itself in the
voter ID case in 2016, did it obtain approval from the Chancellor and did it
notify the UNC president as required under BOG Policy 200.5?
10. Does the University believe it would be wise policy to let other stake-
holders at UNC form academic centers that can pursue advocacy agendas
and litigate on other causes, such as free enterprise, protection of life, equal
rights for women, freedom of religion, etc.? If so, should be the cause sup-
ported be decided solely by faculty?
These questions broadly revealed the same lines of attack seen in other
challenges to law school programs providing access to justice and civil rights
advocacy: misuse of state resources, personal agendas of staff lawyers, lack
of educational value, illegitimacy of cases and claims."'
The renewed BOG attack generated an outpouring of support for CCR
from students, alumni, clients, law professors and other university faculty
and staff (from across the state and the country), and from North Carolina
residents of all walks of life."' The BOG received hundreds of emails and
comments opposing the advocacy ban, and two dozen speakers addressed a
committee of the BOG at a public hearing in May 2017.179 As noted previ-
ously, in response to opposition from the deans and clinic professors at UNC-
CH and NCCU, an express exemption for ABA recognized clinics was
added-further demonstrating that CCR and its particular model of commu-
nity lawyering and impact-based advocacy was the BOG's sole target.80
The UNC Policy Manual, which establishes the operating and administra-
tive procedures for the BOG, contains several provisions relating to ethics
and conflicts of interest." The Policy Manual stresses
The Board of Governors seeks at all times to be fair and impartial in carry-
ing out its responsibilities and tries to avoid even the appearance of partial-
ity or undue influence. [ ... ] The purpose of this policy is assure public
confidence in the integrity of the
177. Id.
178. Public Comment Session Regarding a Proposed Policy Change on Centers and Institutes, THE
U. OF N.C. Sys., https://www.northcarolina.edu/cic.
179. Id.
180. THE UNC POLICY MANUAL, INVOLVEMENT OF CENTERS AND INSTITUTES IN LEGAL ACTIONS
(Sept. 8, 2017), https://www.northcarolina.edu/apps/policy/index.php?pg-dl&id=19687&for-
mat-pdf&inline=1.




University by preventing members of the governing boards. [ . .. ] From
using their positions, or appearing to use their positions, to influence the
decisions of the University for their personal financial gain.182
The Policy Manual also requires BOG members to "adhere to high stand-
ards of ethical conduct by complying with laws, regulations and University
policies," and to:
Exercise authority honestly and fairly, free from impropriety, threats, favor-
itism,
and undue influence, as required by the State Ethics Act . ..Bring matters
of concern, potential or real conflicts of interest, and reports of unlawful
and/or noncompliant activity to the attention of the appropriate institutional
or organizational officer, such as the president, chancellor, board chair, or
committee chair; Avoid any personal or business interest that may conflict
with the member's responsibilities to the institution or University affiliated
organization; Avoid even the appearance of impropriety when conducting
the institution's or University affiliated organization's business. 183
Throughout his criticism of CCR, Steve Long never mentioned that during
most of this period, he was a partner at Parker Poe Bernstein & Adams.'84
The firm represented Brunswick County's Solid Waste Division in its at-
tempt to secure a permit from the county Planning Board to expand the
county landfill, located in the historic African American community of Royal
Oak.' CCR represented the Royal Oak Concerned Citizens Association
(ROCCA) and several individual Royal Oak residents in opposing the per-
mit.186 After a hearing that spanned eight months, the Planning Board, made
up of Brunswick county residents appointed by the county commissioners,
denied the permit application. 187
ROCCA had also challenged the racially discriminatory impacts of the
county's rezoning of the property through a Fair Housing and equal protec-
tion lawsuit against the county," which was settled favorably to ROCCA's
182. THE UNC POLICY MANUAL, INVOLVEMENT OF CENTERS AND INSTITUTES IN LEGAL ACTIONS
(Dec. 15, 2017), https://www.northcarolina.edu/apps/policy/index.php?pg-dl&id=252&format-pdf&in-
line=1.
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mat-pdf&inline=1.
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interests in 2014 (the county was represented by another firm in that case).'89
Long repeatedly pointed to Brunswick County's litigation costs injustifying
the advocacy ban that he crafted, and solicited a letter supporting the ban
from the Chairman of the Brunswick County Board of Commissioners.190 But
he never disclosed his firm's direct role in the proceedings. As a partner in
the law firm defending and, being paid by Brunswick County in the permit
challenge brought by CCR's clients, Steve Long had a clear conflict of inter-
est in proposing, lobbying for, and voting for the policy shutting down CCR's
ability to represent clients.191
Long and others also repeatedly mischaracterized the nature of CCR's rep-
resentation of its clients, asserting that the claims and cases were based on
the agenda of CCR staff.19 2 Not only does that characterization discount the
dedicated efforts of the communities and advocates CCR's staff represented,
it also misconstrues the basic role of lawyers. CCR engaged in litigation only
on behalf of the people it represented: its clients.193 CCR was never a party
in a lawsuit. Neither the law school, the University, nor the UNC system was
ever a party to any case brought by CCR's clients. To conflate the role of
lawyers as advocates and clients as parties is a fundamental misrepresenta-
tion not only of CCR's work, but that of all lawyers representing clients.
BOG members also argued that CCR and its advocacy was a misuse of
taxpayer funds, despite the fact that CCR received no state funds. 19' All pro-
grammatic costs and expenses-travel, supplies, printing, any advocacy or
litigation costs, as well as all staff salaries and benefits-were funded by
grants, foundations, private gifts and donations.195 There were, however, gov-
ernment-funded lawyers representing the defendants in cases in which
189. Elizabeth M. Haddix,BrunswickCounty Landfill Case Settles, UNC SCH. OF LAW (Sept. 52014)
http://blogs.law.unc.edu/civilrights/2014/09/05/brunswick-county-landfill-case-settles/. (The community
was happy with the settlement. Among other positive outcomes, the County reversed the rezoning, and
resolved to build a new school on the parcels and bring water and sewer services to the Royal Oak com-
munity).
190. Mark Dorosin, Clarifying the Record, UNC LAW BLOG (Mar. 23, 2017, 3:13 PM),
http://blog.law.unc.edu/civilrights/2017/03/23/clarifying-the-record/.
191. Zoe Carpenter, supra note 200.
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LAWYER (May 1, 2017), https://minnlawyer.com/2017/05/01/north-carolina-civil-rights-center-faces-
conservative-ire/.
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CCR's clients were plaintiffs. School boards, city councils, county commis-
sioners, and the State are all represented by lawyers paid for by taxpayers.'96
As a result, the people CCR represented, whose civil rights were violated by
government actors, were paying for the lawyers that were actively working
against them.
Despite BOG members' inaccurate representations and conflicts of inter-
est, on September 8, 2017, the BOG approved the advocacy ban, and ended
CCR's core work.19 7
6. CONTEXT AND CONFLICTS OF INTERESTS
One justification BOG members claimed for ending CCR's advocacy was
that CCR's lawyers only advocated "one side."'98 Given the adversarial na-
ture of litigation and a lawyer's ethical obligation to zealously represent he
client's interests, that criticism is another fundamental misrepresentation of
a lawyer's role in representing clients.'99 The charge that CCR is "one sided"
is confusing and misleading because it conflates teaching in an academic set-
ting, where exploring "both sides" is an important part of learning, with
teaching in a clinical legal setting, where advocating "both sides" is ethically
prohibited.200 Accusing CCR for being "one sided" is like criticizing a lawyer
for not representing both parties at once.
The advocacy ban justification that CCR was "one sided" and was "suing
state and local governments" revealed the ideological motivation of the pol-
icy's proponents, as did similar pretextual justifications in the Maryland and
Louisiana cases. The conflation is worrisome because it undermines not only
academic freedom in the clinical teaching of civil rights, but also access to
justice for vulnerable and underrepresented people in our society. While
there may be a difference of views or beliefs on a given set of facts, it is
essential to our system of justice that all people regardless of their socioeco-
nomic status, wealth, or race have equal access to a fair tribunal in which the
facts can be determined. Consistent with the University's mission, CCR's
effective legal representation helped North Carolina citizens-- who otherwise
196. Mark Dorosin, supra note 206.
197. Jane Stancill, UNC Board Bans Legal Action at Civil Rights Center, NEWS & OBSERVER (Sept.
8, 2017, 10:16 AM), http://www.newsobserver.com/news/local/education/articlel71979707.html.
198. Kari Travis, supra note 214.
199. UNC School of Law, & UNC Center for Civil Rights, "Report in Response to Questions from
the Education Planning, Policies andPrograms Committee of the UNC Board of Governors & Questions
from Individual Members of the Board of Governors," 5/1/2017, https://www.northcarolina.edu/sites/de-
fault/files/unc_center for civil rights report.pdf.
200. Id.
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were excluded from the halls of power and influence-- simply to gain access
to that tribunal process and have a voice that would be heard.01
As in the other attempts to stop law schools from representing civil rights
plaintiffs, an important aspect of the context is the role corporate power and
influence played. The multibillion dollar pork industry has been represented
on the BOG by its CEOs for a long time. In November 2013, CCR began
representing the North Carolina Environmental Justice Network (NCEJN),
the Rural Empowerment Association for Community Help (REACH) and the
Waterkeeper Alliance on an administrative complaint filed with the Environ-
mental Protection Agency against the North Carolina Department of Envi-
ronmental Quality (DEQ, then DENR).202 The complaint alleges that DEQ's
permitting and inadequate oversight of industrial swine operations violate
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act because of the racially discriminatory impact
those operations have on African American, Latino and Native American
North Carolinians.203 The national and state Pork Councils sought (unsuc-
cessfully) to intervene in that Title VI administrative process, in a manner
that resulted in complainants filing another complaint under EPA's rules for-
bidding intimidation or retaliation against complainants.204
In 2017, Long solicited a letter from Andy Curliss, the North Carolina Pork
Producers Council CEO, who, while not explicitly supporting the ban echoes
the "one sided advocacy" fallacy that had been espoused by Long. 205 In ad-
dition, the Pork Council's letter objects to the public law school's involve-
ment in making allegations of systemic discrimination:
201. The mission of the University of North Carolina is "to discover, create, transmit, and apply
knowledge to address the needs of individuals and society. This mission is accomplished through instruc-
tion, which communicates the knowledge and values and imparts the skills necessary for individuals to
lead responsible, productive, and personally satisfying lives; through research, scholarship, and creative
activities, which advance knowledge and enhance the educational process; and through public service,
which contributes to the solution of societal problems and enriches the quality of life in the State." The
Mission Statement of the University of North Carolina, https://www.northcarolina.edu/About-Our-Sys-
tem/Our-Mission, (emphasis added).
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ticle160858004.html (claiming the Pork Council would comply with the BOG's "request" for its com-
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The N.C. Pork Council has great respect for the University of North Caro-
lina and its contributions to our state. But we strongly disagree with [the]
characterizations [of "environmental racism"], whether they are made in
formal complaints, in opinion pieces, on blogs, to lawmakers or to the me-
dia.206
Corporate representation on the BOG leads to conflicts of interest between
the members' financial investment in industry and their duty as policy mak-
ers for a public university. Every BOG meeting begins with the Board Chair
reminding all members that, pursuant to the State Ethics Act, members have
a duty to avoid conflicts of interest and the appearance of conflicts of inter-
ests.207 The Chair then asks if anyone has a potential conflict as to any matter
on the agenda.2 08 At the September 8, 2017 meeting, BOG member Wendy
Murphy (wife of pork industry magnate Wendell Murphy, Jr.) was the only
one to announce that she had a conflict of interest on the Centers and Institute
Policy and would not participate in the discussion or vote.209
In addition to Steve Long, each of the following BOG members who voted
to ban CCR's legal advocacy were involved and had some financial stake in
pushing interests which were being challenged by CCR's clients and advo-
cacy:
* William Webb is a Senior Advisor at the Shanahan McDougal (for-
merly Shanahan Law Group). The firm was retained to defend the Wake
County Board of Education in lawsuit brought by residents represented by
CCR alleging that the school board had violated the state's Open Meetings
Act.2 1
0
* Leo Daughtry is a partner at Daughtry, Woodard, Lawrence & Star-
ling. For years, the firm has represented the Johnston County Board of Edu-
cation. In 2016, CCR represented a community organization, the Concerned
Citizens for Successful Schools, in a public records lawsuit against the
Board.2 1'
expressing "grave concern" over the hostility and intimidation that community members who have
brought complaints to DEQ have subsequently faced from representatives of the pork industry. See Janu-
ary 12, 2017 Letter from Lilian Doka to DEQ, available at http://blogs.law.unc.edu/documents/civil-
rights/epalettertodeq01 217.pdf.
206. The University of N.C. System, Public Comment Session Regarding a Proposed Policy Change
on Centers and Institutes, https://www.northcarolina.edu/sites/default/files/commentsjpro-
vided via email.pdf (emails sent in support of or against the ban by the BOG).




210. Garlock v. Wake County Bd. ofEduc., 211 N.C. App. 200, 712 S.E.2d 158 (2011).
211. Daughtry, Woodard, Lawrence, & Starling, https://www.dwlslaw.com/About/N-L-
Daughtry.shtml (last visited Mar. 31, 2018).
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* As a member of the state legislature, Rob Bryan was one of the pri-
mary sponsors and leading proponents of taxpayer funded private school
vouchers.212
* Bob Rucho was the primary author and sponsor of the 2013 massive
voter suppression/voter ID bill.213 CCR filed an amicus brief in the case chal-
lenging the bill. CCR also ran the non-partisan Election Protection hotline
program for North Carolina, providing information to voters to ensure the
widest possible participation by eligible voters.214
Taken as a whole, the corporate influence on the Board of Governors in-
formed BOG members' ideological motivation on three fronts: 1) limiting
access to justice for poor and non-white North Carolinians; 2) prohibiting
clinical civil rights training at the law school; and 3) punishing the University
for employing advocates for people suffering from the racially discrimina-
tory effects of the actions of industry and government.
7. THE CLINIC/CENTER DEBATE
The University could have fended off the attack on CCR by formalizing
its role as a clinical program. The fix, from CCR's perspective, would have
been relatively simple, as there was very little substantive difference between
the experiential education provided to CCR's interns and externs, and that
received by clinical students. At a press conference after the September 2017
vote, President Spellings and BOG Chair Lou Bissette attempted to defend
the idea that the litigation engaged in by law school clinics was somehow
different than CCR's work but admitted, "I don't know what the differences
are." 215 And despite the outpouring of support from current and former stu-
dents about the invaluable educational experience they had while working at
CCR, Spellings asserted that CCR did not have the educational value.216
When pressed to explain why not, she said that CCR's work "wasn't in keep-
ing with the guidance of the American Bar Association. "217 As to whether
212. Mark Binker, Voter Bill Provides Public Money for Private Schools, WRAL.COM, (May 21,
2013), http://www.wral.com/voucher-bill-provides-public-money-for-private-
schools/ 12464613/?dfullcomments=1&dcommentsjpage=4.
213. Anna Oakes, Voter Bill Passes Second Senate Vote, WATAUGADEMOCRAT.COM, (July 24,
2013), https://www.wataugademocrat.com/news/voter-bill-passes-second-senate-vote/article 8929770a-
a0f8-5ff4- 8292-d5ebf56b9a9a.html.
214. Jennifer Marsh, UNC Center for Civil Rights to Host National Election Protection Hotline,
U.N.C. L. BLOG (Oct. 29, 2014, 11:55AM), http://blogs.law.unc.edu/civilrights/2014/10/29/unc-center-
for-civil-rights-to-host-national-election-protection-hotline/.






that meant CCR had no educational value, she said, "You'll have to ask
them."218
Spellings also said, "A year from now, we're very likely to see the same
kind of work occur under the banner of a law clinic. . . Under the rubric of a
law clinic, we could certainly have the same kind of activities going on. "219
Her statement begs many questions, including: why didn't the Law School
take CCR's advocacy work into its clinical program? And, what would the
BOG do to such a clinic? Although the express language of the BOG policy
exempts law clinics, the Law School's dean said that the threat of further
retribution and funding cuts by the General Assembly precluded the clinic
220alternative.22
In May 2017, the UNC Law Alumni Association sent a letter to all gradu-
ates in the wake of the General Assembly's proposed $4 million funding cut
to the law school.22' The entire tone and focus of the letter was to emphasize
the law school's conservative and business friendly credentials. There was
no mention of the attack on the ongoing, high-profile attack on the Center
which was widely understood to be the impetus of the proposed funding cut.
Instead, the letter highlighted the recent hiring of conservative faculty, and
stressed that:
* Discussions are underway with Kenan-Flagler Business School for
joint support of the UNC-CH entrepreneurial community with legal repre-
sentation by law students in a new clinical program.
* The Center for Banking & Finance and the Center for Climate, En-
ergy, Environment & Economics are only two of the numerous initiatives at
Carolina Law that contribute to the economic prosperity and future of NC.
* Carolina Law professors write and speak on key topics of interest to
industry and business...
* Approximately 70% of our graduates enter private practice and the
business world. These lawyers help form small businesses and provide guid-
ance and advice to business owners in rural and urban communities. They
support the growth of the economy in every part of the state and beyond....
* Dean Brinkley's focus for faculty hiring over the next several years
will be the private law side of the school, ensuring that future Carolina Law
218. Id.
219. Id.
220. THE UNC POLICY MANUAL, INVOLVEMENT OF CENTERS AND INSTITUTES IN LEGAL ACTIONS,
(Sept. 8, 2017), http://www.northcarolina.edu/apps/policy/index.php?pg-dl&id=19687&format-pdf&in-
line=1.
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graduates are well prepared for practice in areas like tax, business law, and
commercial and banking law. 222
Steve Long emailed state Sen. Paul Stam in response the letter, recom-
mending that he cut should be deeper, complaining that
The past deans over-weighted the faculty with profifessor]s specializing in
rights-civil, human, sexual, etc. There are not enough business and com-
mercial law specialists. This cut sends one message: get your act together
and become a professional aw school.223
The opposition to CCR was never about its form or structure, but about the
people it represented, the nature of the impact-based racial advocacy in which
it engaged, and the experiential training it gave to law students. Law clinics
at UNC and NCCU were exempted from direct threat in this round, but the
BOG and members of the General Assembly have made clear that they are
prepared to go after any university program that challenges their power struc-
ture.
8. THE DENOUEMENT
The Board of Governors insisted that its vote had nothing to do with ide-
ology, partisanship, or the substantive nature of the types of cases brought by
the CCR.224 However, in its November 2017 fundraising letter, the James G.
Martin Center for Academic Renewal claimed victory for "the board's con-
troversial action in September to bar the UNC Center for Civil Rights from
filing lawsuits."2 25 And, in December 2017, the Board received a presentation
from Robert George, the director and founder of the James Madison Program
in American Ideals at Princeton University. 226 Following the script outlined
in the aforementioned Pope Foundation for Higher Education's 2015 paper,
the BOG had invited George, a well-known Christian conservative academic
and opponent of same-sex marriage and abortion rights, to talk about the pro-
gram at Princeton and to discuss the possibility of setting up a similar con-
servative-based program at UNC.22 7 BOG member Joe Knott, one of the




223. Email from Steven Long, Parker Poe, to Paul Stam, Stam Law Firm and Joe Knott, Knott &
Boyle, PLLC (May 17, 2017) (on file with author).
224. Nick Roll, UNC Board Bars Litigation by Law School Center, INSIDE HIGHER ED, Sept. 11,
2017, https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2017/09/11 /north-carolina-board-bars-unc-center-civil-
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225. Jane Stancill, Conservative Think Tank Claims Credit for Some New UNC Policies, NEWS &
OBSERVER, Nov. 22, 2017, http://www.newsobserver.com/news/local/education/articlel86112973.html.




staunchest supporters of the CCR advocacy ban, lauded the idea, noting
"there is a lack of diversity in viewpoint. "228
Long wanted UNC to go even further than Princeton: where George's Cen-
ter operates quasi-independently from the university, he suggested the ex-
pressly conservative program become "part of the degree-granting pro-
cess."229 President Spellings, who remained silent throughout the attack on
CCR, weighed in enthusiastically, agreeing that there should be a greater
conservative presence on campus: "I believe . . . that the ideological balance
may be a little out of whack."230
Several board members questioned George about how to deal with
pushback from faculty and claims that such a program would encroach on
academic freedom (concerns they dismissed with regard to the advocacy ban
on CCR).231' And although George insisted that his program is not conserva-
tive or ideological, but merely designed to "enhance the conversation," lead-
ers of the Olin Foundation, which helped fund the organization's founding,
stated that it had done so to establish a conservative stronghold in higher
education and to challenge the liberal culture on college campuses.23 2
9. CONCLUSION
Over the course of the long attack on CCR and its advocacy on behalf of
black, brown, and low-wealth, excluded communities across the state, the
BOG put forth a changing series of justifications for the policy: misuse or
waste of state funds; opposition to one subdivision of the state suing another
subdivision of the state; that CCR attorneys' litigation style was too aggres-
sive and reckless; that CCR's activities were inconsistent with the mission of
the university; and that its work served no educational purpose.233 All these
arguments were provento be pretexts for the real motivation for shutting
down the advocacy: ideological and partisan opposition to providing access
to justice for those seeking to challenge institutional race discrimination. In
its personal attacks on CCR staff lawyers, the BOG marginalized the organ-
izing and advocacy efforts of the dozens of communities and hundreds of
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the UNC system has obligations to those communities, the BOG further in-
stitutionalized racism and structural exclusion of the poor in the name of the
University.
Videri quam esse.
